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SUNIMAFCI 
An analysis has been made of the power losses in airplane flight 
of cross-flow plate and tubular intercoolers to determine the cooling-
air weight flow and pressure drop that give minimum total power loss 
for any given cooling effectiveness.
	 The power losses considered in

this analysis are those due to (1) the extra drag imposed on the air-
plane by the weight, of the intercooler, its duct, arld its supports 
and (2) the drag sustained by the cooling :iir in flowing through the 
intercooler and its duct. 	 The investigation covers a range of flight

conditions o.i.' altitude, airspeed, lift-cirar ratio, supercharger- 
pressure ratio, and adiabatic efficiency. 
The analysis reveals the following facts concerning the cooling-
air operatina conditions of interccolers: 
(1) The optimum cooling-to--charge-air weight-flow ratio, that 
is, the flow ratio that gives iininrem total power loss, is only 
slinhtl deriendent on the airplane flighi conditions and the charge-
air pressure drop and is mainly a function of the intercooler cooling 
effectiveness arid cooling-air pressure drop. 
(2) When the cooling-to-charge-air weight-flow ratio is v;-ried 
to maintain its optimum. value, the cooling-air pressure drop is 
optimum betvieen 1 nd 3 inches of water; the variation within this 
range depends on flight conditions, charge-air pressure drop, and 
type of intercooler (plate, charae-across-tife, or charEce-through- 
tub )	 Within this range of pressure dro p the change in total power 
loss from the minimum val.ue. i.e slight. 
The optimun values of cooling-air pressure drop and weight-flow 
ratio are tabulated. 	 Curves are presented to illustrate the results 
of the analysis.	 Included are curvns that give the variation in 
intercooler volume and the sacrifice in thrust power incurred by a 
departure of intercoolLer operation from the optimum values of cooling-
air pressure drop and eight-flow ratio.
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INTRODUCTION 
In the design of intercoolers, if the power required to force 
air through the passages were the only consideration, a large, heavy 
intercooler would minimize the power cost. 	 In aircraft added weight 
increases the ai-rplane drag losses, and it is therefore necessary 
that an intercooler be designed to effect a coepromise between the 
intercooler cooling--air losses and the losses due to the intercooler 
weight	 In ma .:ing this compromise the designer can vary either the
intercooler core structure or certain intercooler operating conditions. 
Although variation in core-structure dimensions is quite important in 
permitting changes in external dimensions for fitting on intercooler 
into the availahle space (references 1 and 2), it is of less importance 
in minimizing the power losses. 	 The designer has much more control
over the power losses through variation of such intercooler operating 
conditions as cooiing-air weight flow and pressure drop. 	 Changes in
cooling-air weight flow and pressure drop are also accompanied by 
changes in external dimensions of the intercooler for a given core 
structure. 
The power losses due to the cooling-air flow and the inte,rcooier 
weight can be expressed in terms of operating conditions, which fall 
into two classes; (1) intercooler operating conditions and (2) flight 
conditions.	 Class (1) consists of the cooling effectiveness and the
weight flows and the pressure drop s of the charge and the cooling air. 
Class (2) consists of altitude, airspeed, lift-drag ratio, super-
charger efficiency, and pressure ratio.
	 For the designer the flight-
condition group is usually fixed.
	 Of the intercooler operating 
conditions, the cooling effectiveness and the , charge-air weight flow 
are usually predetermined; the designer is therefore free to choose, 
within lisiits, the cooling-air weight flow and pressure drop 
In this analysis the cooling -to-chaige-air weight-f low ratio 
and pressure drop that give minimum total power loss have been deter-
mined for various conditions of flight and for various cooling 
rec,iirernents.	 The selection of an intercooler for a specific 
installation is, however, also a compromise between intercooler 
dimension3 and. intercooler total power loss.
	
The designer is, in 
most cases, limited in the choice of the intercooler operating condi- 
tions by the space available in the air plane for the intercooler. 
Considerations of the charge-air and the 'cooling-air ducting also 
enter and complicate the entire picture.
	 Thus, a design for minimum
total power loss may, for a given installation, be prohibitive on the 
basis of installations in the airplane in spite of the variety of 
shapes and sines of intercoolers made possible by chancing the inter-
cooler core-structure dimensions.
	 Charts are presented that give 
the magnitude of power sacrifice and the change in intercooler volume 
resulting from a departure from the optimum conditions,
this analyst 
relating the 
surface area
3 it ts convenient to
intercooler trar spor-

This parameter is 
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The optimum charge-air pressure drop has not been included in 
the analysis because the attendant power losses depend to a large 
degree on the specific engine installation. 
P:OCErIiJRE 
The cooling-air and transportation power losses. - The equation 
for the cooling-air drag power losTn intercooler is derived in 
the appendix (equations (1) through (ii)) from a consideration of the 
momentum change of the cooling air as it flows through the intercooler 
and duct.	 The effect of the addition of heat to the coolinc air in 
the intercooler is included in the derivation.
	 This effect causes 
a slight reduction of the cooling-air drag'loss and, for low values 
of cooling-to-charge air weight-flow ratio
	 and the cooling-air 
pressure drop 1\P 1 , may even result. in a thrust rather than a drag. 
The increase in airplane drag resulting from the weight increase 
due to the addition of an intercooler is calculated as the drag of 
the additional airplane wing area required to keep the wing loading, 
and thus the take-off arid landing speeds. constant.
	 This additional 
power loss is given b y: ecuations (12) and (13) of the appendix. 
Since the two in tercoo 1cr gower losses vary in opposite direc-
tions w:LtrI variation of
	 or Ap
	 it an expected toat for 
certain values of these two operating variables the sum of the two 
power losses is minimum.
	 These o 2tiraum values of M1/h2 and 
denoted herein as (M-/M 2 )	 and (APi)	 , are determined by the 
opt	 opt 
procedure outlined in the appendix. 
The parameter ( L/D )eq -in 
make use of a parameLer L/-T))e 
tation costs to the heat-transfer 
defined as
(L/D)
L,T) (L 
i731 \0. 01) k\l. 2) \2)
It should he noted that the parameter ( I/D )	 includes the 
folloir vari9bles in ad itloLl to theairplane vii li$t-drag ratio 
(a) Density of the material of which the intercoolor is con-
structed
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(h) Plate or tube-wall thickness t 
(c) Ratio of weight of intercoolor to weight of intercooler 
plates or tubes . R 
(d) Ratio of increase n airplane weight caused by the inter-
cooler to the weight of the inteicoo1er y 
(e) Ratio of the heat-transfer surface area oftheintercoo1er-
S to the surface area of a reference intercooie.r S0 
The sinificance of the parameter (L/D)eq is given in more 
detail in the appendix. 
The reference intercooler. - The relation between the heat-transfer 
surface area and the m5eratin g conditions and core structure is obtained 
from reference 1 for the plate intercooler and from reference 2 for 
the tubular intercooler. 	 in references 1 and 2 the relation for each
type of intercooler is first given for a reference intercooler, which 
is defined as one having a reference core structure. 	 The variation
in heat-transfer area with core stracture for constant operating con-
ditions is then given. 	 This variation of heat-transfer area with
core structure is the s/S 0 term included in the (L/D)eq parameter. 
The transportation loss is then, as shown in the appendix, a function 
only of (L/D). q	 airrilane velocity, and heat-transfer surface area 
of the reference intercooler. 
The optimum M1/M2 and p1. - The, optimum values of 
and the related optimum values of ip 1 were determined eraphically 
for extreme conditions of intercooler operation and airplane perform- 
ance.	 The range of conditions covered in the graphical investigation
is:
Intercooler operating conditions: 
Charge-air sea-level pressure drop ( o is air density 
relative to standard atmosphere and A p	 is skin- 
friction pressure drop of air across inercooler) 
Op	 inches of water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-12. 
- av	 2 
Cooling effectiveness i,
	
percent .............3O-8
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Airplane flight conditions: 
Altitude, feet ...................2O,OOOO,000 
Dynamic pressure in flight q, inches of water . . . .l2l-2 
( L/D )eq	 ........................-2O 
Supercharger pressure ratio r 	 . . . . . . . . . . . .	 1-3
 
Compressor efficiency 
'1ad, percent	 .........6-100 
The duct efficiency was assumed constant at 90 percent. 
Although the analysis was made for a range of (L/D)eq frcm 
to 20, values above this ran ge may be encountered in special cases 
because of the numerous variables included in the parameter. 	 It 
can he stated that the results of the analysis presented herein also 
apply for values of (L/D)eq up to infinity, because when (L/D)eq 
is infinite, the total power loss is equal to only the loss due to 
the cooling-air drag; plots of cooling-air power loss against Ap1 
for optimum M1/ivI2 show optimum values of Ap 1 and M1/M2 that are 
in substantial agreement with ifa-lues given for the range of (L/D)eq 
considered in this report. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the analysis outlined in the appendix may be 
simply represented for the foregoing practical range of conditions 
as
	
(
Ml\	 - 3.061)
	
M)	 -
 
AP 2  
' 'opt
= 1 to 3 inches of water 
opt 
where b and m are constant, the values of which depend on the 
airplane flight and intercooler operating conditions.
	
Since	 and 
m do not vary critically over the range of conditions investigated 
in this report and since small changes inM ]ft2 away from the 
optimum have very little effect on the total-power loss, the factor 
b and exponent m may, for general design purposes, be assigned 
constant average values. 	 These average values were determined as 
approximately b = 0,49 and m = 0.36 and will give 141/M2 values 
suitable for .intercooler design on the basis of minimum power loss.
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Thus, when the system is operating at the optimum cooling-air 
pressure drop (from 1 to 3 in. water), the optimum ratio of cooling-
air to charge-air weight flow is given from the foregoing equation 
roughly as follows: 
(Ml/M2)t 
p l,	 in 
water-- 1 2 3 
(percent)
30 
40
1 1.2 
L7
LO 
1,3
0.5 
1,1 
50 2.3 1.8 l. 
60 3.1 2. 4 2.1 
70 4.2 3.2 2.8 
80 38
For any value of r within the range given in the table, a 
value of	 from 1 to 3 inches of water can be chosen without 
changing the power loss an appreciable amount. 	 There is a slight
trend in favor of the lower values of A
.
p l at high altitudes. 
As previously emphasized, the space available in the airplane 
for the installation of the intercooler and its ducts is a consider-
ation of primary importance in the selection of the cooling-air 
operating conditions. 	 This consideration may make it necessary to 
deviate from the optimum cooling-air conditions. 	 It is of interest 
to know how the dimensions of an intercooler change with variation 
in cooling-air conditions from their optimum values .	 This informa-
tion may be obtained from references 1 and 2. 	 A table based on the 
design information given in reference  has been prepared for the 
plate intercooler to illustrate the dimensional trends involved 
For this table the plate intercooler is assumed to have 0.010-inch 
plates spaced 1/16 inch for the cooling-air flow passages and 
1/3 2 inch for the charge flow passages. 	 The intercooler is assumed 
to operate at a cooling effectiveness of 50 percent with a charge-air 
pressure drop of about 8 inches of water. The dimensions of this 
intercooler for various cooling-air operating conditions are given 
in table 1.
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TABLE 1. - EFFECT ON INTERCOOLER DIMENSIONS OF CHANGING 
COOLIiG-AIR OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Ml/M2 Cooling- Charge- No-flow Core vol-
(in,water) air flow air flow length urne (cu in. 
length length (in.per per lb/sec 
(in.) (in.) lb/sec charge-air 
charge- flow) 
air flow) 
l,8(opt) S,O	 7,0 17.1 600 2 .(op 2. 3	 6.2 22. 
8.8
90 
60 6 1,2(opt.) 99	 73 2
-5 h	 5.3 16.7 39C 
10 LO (op t.) I3 O2	 7.3 6,5 6!40 
2.5 5O	 14.9 14.2 350
Table 1 shows that for a given core structure and conditions of 
constant charge-air pressure drop and cooling effectiveness an increase 
in M1/ v12
 
from the optimum value for q given value of Ap 1 results 
in a reductiári in intercooler volume, a reduction in cooling-air flow 
length, and an increase in the no-flow dimension. It is shown later 
in the report .(fig 3(a) and discussion on page 10)that for any value 
of Apl • an appreciable change in Ml/M2 from the values listed as 
optimum is permissible and will give only a small increase in power 
loss.	 Choice of the higher values of Ap, for a given cooling-air 
weight flow leads to intercoolers havin g larger cooling-air flow 
lengths and smaller no-flow dimensions than for the optimum value 
of
It is apparent from the values in table 1 that intercoolers 
operating under the optimum coding-air conditions given in this 
report are characterized by long no-flow lengths and short cooling-
air lengths.	 The interocoler that would best meet these optimum 
cooling-air requirements is thus of a shape suit-she for wing instal-
lation or of the annular shape with the periphery as the no-flow 
length and the radial thickness as the charge-air flow length. 
Intercocler.s approaching a cubical shape will necessarily operate - 
with a cooling-air pressure drop that is greater than necessary to 
obtain a given amount of cooling at minimum cost.	 Such coders 
may, however, be more convenient to install in some cases. 
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The analysis of this report is based on computations from basic 
heat-transfer data on flat plates and banks of tubes.	 These same 
elements are used on commercial intercoolers. 	 The data on commercial
intercoolers cover only a limited range of sizes, and a comprehensive 
analysis to determine the optimum cooling-air operating conditions was 
not possible. The few checks that could. be made indicated agreement 
with the optimum values for cooling-air pressure drop and weight flow 
given by this report. 
Figure 1 gives the variation in total power loss with cooling-
air pressure drop for a value of G2 av
	
• 
Apf 
2 
of 6 inches of water, 
-  
typical values of (L/D) and airplane climbing speed, and extreme
eq 
values of intercooler cooling effectiveness and operation altitude. 
In this figure M 1/M2 was kept optimum throughout, that is, M1/M2 
varied in such a manner that for any set of conditions, including 
the total power loss was a minimum.	 The optimum value of 
is shown by the curves to vary between 1.2 and l. 5 inches of water. 
Of particular interest is the flatness of the power-loss curves in 
Ihe neighborhood of the optimum Ap1. 
In figure 2 is shown, for optimum M 1/M2 ,. the effect of (L/D)eq 
and airplane speed on the optimum p 1 at 50 , 000 feet altitude and 
85 percent intercooler cooling effectiveness. 	 It is seen that 
(Pi)	 lies between 1 and 3 inches of water and that little power 
-opt	 / 
is sacrificed for the conditions shown in the figure by operating 
the intercooler at an average cooling-air pressure drop of 2 inches 
of water.	 Plots similar to those of figures 1 and 2 made for numer- 
ous r-iirplane flight and intercooler operating conditions show that, 
for the range of conditions investisated in this report, very little 
sacrifice in power is sustained at 2 inches of water cooling-air 
pressure drop. 
The analysis outlined in the appendix for the plate intercooler 
also apulies for the tubular intercooler provided the prouer value 
of (L/D)eq is used.	 For a given set of intercooler operating con- 
ditions the heat-transfer areas for the tubular internooler and plate 
intercooler are sufficiently near equality (references 1 and 2) that 
the range of values of (L/D)eq covered by the curves of this report 
includes the range of interest for both types of int.ercoolers. 	 Thus
the optimum values of Ap 1 and ML/M2 obtained from these curves 
should apply for both types of intercooler.
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Figures are presented to assist the designer in choosin g
 the 
intercooler cooling-air design conditions (p 1 and M1I2) best 
suited to his particular purpose from considerations of volume as 
well as power loss.
	 These figures relate the intercooler total 
power loss to the volume of the reference intercooler for a wide 
range of flight and intercooler operations.
	 Curves giving the 
variation in intercoolei volume due to change in core structure from 
the reference structure are given in references 1 and 2. As pointed 
out previously, the effect of change in core structure on the power 
loss is included in the (L/]J) eq
 parameter through the ratio 
which is also plotted in references 1 and 2 against core-structure 
dimensions 
Figures 3 to 6 are direct plots of reference intercooler volume 
against total power loss for the following operating variables: 
Altitude, feet: 20,000 30,000 
Dynamic nressure in flight q, 
Cooling-air pressure drop Lp1, 
Cooling effectiveness r, with 
percent:
; 0,000; and. 50,000 
inches of water: 12 	 arm 2 
inches of water: 2, 6, and 10 
correspondine values of M1/M2, 
= 40 percent for M]jM2
 = 0.6, 0.7, 1, l,, and 2 
= 60 percent for M1/1d2 = 1.2, l.. 2, 3, and 
fl = 80 percent for	 2., 3, L, and 6 
These plots are drawn for (L/ D ) eq	 10 and for 
(72 L 2 = 6 i	 f w nches oater.	 Included in these p lots is the rela- 
tion between the reference intercooler volume and the transuortation 
power loss expressed sin:ly by the dashed straight line.
	 For a 
giver: type of intercooler this relation is dependent only on altitude, 
on q, and on (L/D).
	 Figures 3 and )4 apnly for the plate inter-
cooler, and uiw:res sand 6 apply for the charge-through-tube inter-
cooler. 
Plots of the relationship of total power loss and volume for the 
tubular intercoolers are identical in trend to fi gures 3 and H for 
the plate intercooler, the only difference is in the absolute values.
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Attempts were therefore made to present the relations for the tubular 
intercoolers in terms of correction factors for adjusting the total 
power loss and volume values obtained from figures 3 and 4. For the 
charge-through-tube intercooler these corrections proved too compli-
cated and involved to present; the relations for the charge-through-
tube intercooler are therefore given directly in figures 5 and. 6. 
The corrections for the charge-across-tube intercooler were found 
convenient to present and relatively siisple to apply; these corrections 
are accordingly given in the form of figure 7. The ratio of the vol-
ume or transportation power loss of the charge-across-tube intercooler 
to that of the plate intercooler is given in figure 7 as a function 
of altitude and cooling effectiveness for constant operating condi- 
'ions and for (L/D)	 = 10 and 02	 Pf = 6 inches of water. The 
av	 2 
procedure for using figure 7 in conjunction with figures 3 or 4 is 
simmiarized as follows: 
1. The volume correction is directly applicable from figure 7. 
2, Figures 3 or 4. can be used to find PT/1`12, P 1/M2 , and 
therefore P 0/Me, for the plate intercooler. 
3. The value of PT/M2 can be corrected from figure 7 in the 
seme manner as the volume. 
4. For given fli 
cooling-air power loss 
intercooler. Thus the 
the unchanged value of 
tube intercooler.
ht and intercooler operating conditions, the 
P/1'12 is the same for the three types of 
corrected value of PVT/M2 can be added to 
c/M2 to give T/"2 for the charge-across- 
It must be remembered that figures 3 to 7 apply only for 
(L/D)e = 10 and 02 APf	 6 inches of water. Further corrections 
av	 2 
for variation in (L/D)eq and 02av Pf2 are given in figures 8, 9, 
and 10. The detailed use of these figures will be illustrated in a 
later section. 
The total power-loss-volume plots show that on the basis of power 
loss (M1/M2) 
opt 
is not a very definite value. For example, in 
figure 3(a), when Ap1 = 2 inches of water and r	 80 percent, little 
change in total power loss occurs as	 is varied over the entire
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rance shown.	 The intercooler volume is, however, very sensitive to

coange in M012 below the optimum value because the volume increases 
rapidly and the power loss also increases, although to a lesser degree. 
On the other hand, M1/M2 may he increased, quite appreciably from the 
optimum value with considerable reduction in intercooler volume and 
with only a slight loss in power.
	 These plots also show that an

increase in Ap, from the optimum average value of 2 inches of water 
at a given value of M1/M2 causes a decrease in volume at a sacri-
fice in power.	 If as An, is increased the value of M ]jivIo is kept 
o.)timum, the volume chan ges only slightly at an expense in power. 
The various plots indicate the magnitude of these changes for the 
variety of design conditions presented. 
The plots of total power loss against volume do not include

values of Ap, below 2 inches of water.
	 This presentation is con-
sidered unnecessary because of the rapid rise in total power loss 
somewhat beloi r
 this value and also because of the confusion that would 
result in the ficures.
	 Furthermore, it is considered that the prac-

tical range of Ap, lies above 2 inches of water. 
It is of interest to compare the curves of total power loss 
ag ainst volume for values of a of 12,5 and 2
- 
15 inches of water in 
figures 3 to 6.	 The princfpal effect of inceasing q (or airspeed) 
is an increase in total power loss at low values of
	 p 1 .	 This 
effect is the result of the relative magnitudes of the decrease in 
cooling-air-drag loss and of the increase in transportation power 
loss accompanying the increase in airs peed.	 The cooling-air-drag
decrease is caused by the increased utilization of ram for thrust, at 
the higher airspeed, that is, by the increased Meredith effect. 
A value of q of 12.5 inches of water represents a good value 
for present-day speed of best climb; a q of 25 inches of wate: is 
typical of the high-speed condition.
	 The analysis covering the

range of q from 1.2- 5 to 25 inches of water shows the optimum values 
of 111/M2
 and Ap, to he independent of q. 
Figure 9 shows that the total power loss decreases as the charge-
air pressure dro p increases.	 This effect does not mean, however,

that hich values of charge•-air pressure drops are desirable because 
no account has been taken of the supercharger work required to force 
the charge air through the intercooler nor of the effect of charge-
air pressure dro p
 on manifold pressure. This report is confined to 
a study of optimum cooling-air design conditions, which for all prac-
tical purposes are independent of °2av Pi 2 over the range covered 
in this report
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ILLIJSTRATION OF THE USE OF THE FIGIJIgS 
Lat it be re quired to find the volume of and the total-power 
loss sustained by a charge-across-tube intercoolar' havin g a refereflce 
core structure (reference intercooler of reference 2) and desicned to 
op erate at the optimum cooling-air conditions. 	 The flight and the
other intercoo 1cr operat i ng conditions are: 
(1) Cooling effectiveness r. percent .............80 
(2) Charge-air friction loss in intercooler 
passagesC2	 Ap f , inches of water ............10 
av	 -2 
(3) (L/D) q	 ..........................1)4 
)	 Altitude, feet	 ....................O,0OO 
() Dynamic pressure in flight q, inches of water	 . . . . 12. 
The outline of the procedure used in this problem is as follows: 
(a) Ficure (d) gives the optimum cooling-air design conditions 
and the volume, total po-wer loss-,and transportation power loss for 
the reference plate intercooler ween (L/D) q = 10 and 
02 cv 'Pf 2
 = 6 inches Of Water. 
(b) Figure 7 gives the volume and newer-loss corrections applied 
to the values obtained for the plate intercooler to give the values 
for the charge-across-tube intercooler. 
(c) From figure 8 the total power loss is adjusted to apply for 
(L/D)eq = .L) 4.	 The volume isr independent. of (L/D)ea 
(d) From figure 9 the total power loss is adjusted to apply for 
02	 Apf = 10 inches of water. cv	 2 
(s) From figure 10 the volume is adjusbed to apply for 
G2
av	 2 
Pf = 10 inches of water. 
The solution of the problem according to the foregoing outline 
follows 
(6) From figure 3(d.) and item (1): 
12)
opt 
	
(p 1 ) .	 2 inches of water 
Opt
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(7) Also, from figure 3(d), for the plate intercooler 
AS = 1 700 Cu in./(lb/sec) 
= 21. hp/(lb/sec) 
= 12 hp/(lb/sec) 
(5) Therefore, from item (7) 
Pc/ 012 = 21. - 1.2 	 6.3 hp/(lb/sec) 
(9) From figure 7 and items (1) and (L) to correct item (7) to apply 
for the charge-across-tube intercooler: 
NO = 0.468 X 15,700 = 7340 Cu in,,/(lb/sec) 
= 0.654 X l,2	 10	 hp/(lb/sec) 
(10) From items (8) and (9). since Pc/ M2 in independent of the 
type of. intercooJ.er for given I 1iht and intercooler oper.-
atine, conditions 
= 6.3 + 10J	 16.7 hp/(lb/nec) 
(11) From figure B and item (9) the total cower loss for 
= 14 is
= 167	 3 = 137 ip/(lh/cec) TO 
(12) From figure 9(a) and item (].l) for 	 Ap4- = 10 inchoS of water 
'-av	 2 
PT/ 
IM2 = 13.7	 0. 4 = 130 hp/(lb/sec) 
(13) From figure 10 and item (9) for 02
3v 	 2 
P1 = 10 inches of water 
ON = 0 97 X 7340 7120 Cu in./(Ib/seo) 
Items (12) and (13) are the final corrected values of total power loss 
and volume required in the problem. 
It is noted that the values given for v 0 apply for the refer-
ence core structures.
	
For a cien set of intercooler operating 
conditions the effect of core nt.rncbure on :.ntercoo1er volume may he 
obtained from references 1 and 2.
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CONCLUSIONS 
In connection with the selection of an intercooler of minimum 
net drac, the following conclusions are drawn concerning the optimum 
cooling conditions: 
1. The optimum ratio of cooling-air weight flow to charge-air--
weight flow, that is, the ratio that gives minimum intercooler total-
power loss, is practically independent of the airplane flight condi-
tions and the intercooler charge-air pressure drop.
	
For all practical 
purposes the optimum wei ght-flow ratio is a simple function of the 
coolinc, effectiveness and the cooling-air pressure drop. 
2. When the cooling-air weight flow is maintained at its optimum 
value, the cooling-air pressure drop becomes optimum between 1 and 
3 inches of water regardless of the cooling, effectiveness, flight condi-
tions, and charge--air pressure drop. 	 Within this range of cooling-air 
pressure drop there is only a sli ght change in total-power loss from 
the minimum value. 
3. For operation in the optimum range of cooling-air pressure 
drop , the optimum ratio of cooling-air weight flow to charge-air weight 
flow becomes a function only of cooling effectiveness. 
Li. For optimum cooling-air weight flow, a. value of Ap, from 
1 to .3 inches of water can he chosen without charging the net inter-
cooler power loss an appreciable amount.
	 There is a slight trend 
in favor of the lower values of pi at high altitudes.
	 Choice of 
higher values of Ap 1
 leads to intercoolers havin g larger cooling-air 
flow lengths and smaller no-flow dimensions than for the lower values 
o:f Ap 1 .	 Such coolers may he more convenient to install in some 
cases.
For a given value of cooling-air pressure drop, an appre-
ciable variation of cooling-air weight flow (w:Lth:Ln limits discussed 
in the report) from the optimum values will cause little change in 
the net intercooler power loss.
	 &n increase in cooling-air weight 
flow above the optimum will require an increase in the no-flow inter-
cooler dimension, a decrease in the cooling-air flow dimension, and 
a decrease in iritercooler volume.
	 A reduction. in cooling-a.i,r weight 
flow from the optimum value will reverse these trends. 
6. The optimum values of cooling-air weight flow and pressure 
drop given herein are, mithin practical limits, unaffected by 
(1) plate or tube-all thickness, (2) density of intercooler material,
NACA .ABR No. j4D07	 15 
and (3) weight of accessory material. required in instal1ation 
Those optimum values apply ecually well for the plate an.c. tubular 
mt ercool er s 
Aircraft Lngine Pesearch Laboratory 
iNational Jvisory Oomitee for .eronaubics, 
Cleveland, Ohio,, February 25, l94k 
APPIDIX 
SYI'IBOLS 
a	 ratio of cooling—air skin—friction pressure örop to total 
cooling-air prossure drop APf IP 
1 
Ar	 over-all effective heat—transfer area, sq ft 
Cp	 specific heat of air at constant pressure (024 Btu/(lb)(°F)) 
e	 base of natural logarithms 
acceleration of gravity, ft/(sec) 2 g
 
LID	 airplane wing lift—drag ratio
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rAcA \P.R io. LDO7 
L/D 
(L/D)eq lift-drag ratio equivalent (Pm \ Alt \ ( v ('y\ (s 
l731 \O oil	 2) \2) 7-1, 
M	 rate of air-weight flow, lb/sec. 
p	 air pressure, in. water 
Ap	 total pressure dron of air across intercooler, in water 
Apf
	
skin-friction pressure drop of air in intercooler, in. water 
PC 	 cooling-air drag power loss, ho 
total power loss due to cooling-air drag and intercooler 
weight (Pr. + F ), kip 
RIPT	 power required to transport intercooler and its accessories, 
hp 
q	 free-stream dynamic pressure, in water 
r	 supercharger-pressure ratio 
ratio of weight of intercooler 	 weight of intercooler 
plates or tubes 
S	 heat-transfer surface area of intercooler, sq ft 
t	 plate thickness of plate intercooler or tube-wall thickness 
of tubular intercooler, ft 
T	 air temperature, OF absolute 
U	 over-all heat-transfer coefficient based on Ar, 
Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(°F) 
v	 intercooler volume, cu ft (or cu in. where designated.) 
V	 airplane velocity, fps 
W	 intercooler weight, lb 
y	 ratio of increase in airplane weight caused by addition of 
an intercooler to weight of intercooler 
y	 exponent of adiabatic compression
:iCA .A_RR i. 14D07	 17 
rl	 iritercooler cooling effectiveness 
ad	 supercharger adiabatic efficiency 
intercooler duct efficiency
7M1a1 
--av 
0	 weight flow-pressure drop ratio 
-	 2 G2	 6P F, 
P	 air aerialLy, to,' cu .I..D 
p	 density of plate or tuhe--vall materiel, lb/cu. ft 
density of air relative to standard atmosphere 
Subscripts: 
a	 free-sir-stream conditions 
av	 average conditions in intercooler 
e	 conditions at duct. exit 
en	 conditions at intercooler entrance 
ex	 conditions at intercooler exit 
opt	 optimum on basis of total power loss 
s	 supercharger 
o	 reference intercooler conditions where the reference inter-
cooler is defined in references 1 and 2 
I	 cooling air 
2	 charge air
An alvs is 
The application of Bernoulli I a incompressible-flow equation to 
the coolin --air floa ahead of the int.ercooler (fig. ii) gives, 
/ 
1	 ',2	 2	 -. 
	
Pen	
=	 V	 (I 
	
	
a	 iO.Lg a a 1a	 en)
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1so
 
when Pernou.11i's e quation is applied to the coolin g-air flow 
behind the intercooler 
Pax	 ICg pex (e - Vex2)	
(2) 
From equation (2) the duct-exit velocity may be explicitly given as 
=	 (Pex - P5) + v2	 (3)ex 
ex 
The pressure drop across the intercooler may he expressed as 
(P 0	 P ) - ( P	 Pa)	 () 
iihen e quations (1) and	 ) are substituted in equation (3) and
when the resulting equation is rearranged 
rP, I T, 2 
=	
v2 ii - \Va)	 L	 + T idPa	 Ven2)1 () 
The cooling-air velocity near the entrance and exit faces of the 
intercooler is usually a very small fraction. of the free-stream 
velocity.	 Thus, equation (5) my be written with negligible error
as
r	 / - c1 
Ve=Va1/d•l_	 u )	 (6)Pen Lj 
fhen the general gas law is introduced 
Pa	 T
(7)
IIACA APR No. I -DO7
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The cooling-air drag power loss arising from the momentum change of 
the cooling air £lcvring through the duct is 
}1-	 M 1 V 
'I2M20g ( Va_ V e)	 (6) 
'Nhen equations (6) and (7) are substituted. in equation (8) 
1	 ---- 
s'J Th\ /d (I )	 (9) 
The ratio AT 1 /T in equation (9) may he given in terms of 
in hercooler and. superchs.rget characteristics by the use of toe hoat- 
balance equation for the charge. and coo lin air	 Thus, 
-	
L\T5 
Ta	 M1/M2 T8 
where from supercharger performance relations 
Y-1 
AT- r	 - 1 
Transportation power loss. - Tho power required to transuorr 
the additional airplane wegnt due to the installation of an :LnLer- 
cooler is determined on the basis of constant wing loading and thus 
constant take-off and. landing speeds. 	 The transportation power loss 
i, then, the drag of the additional wing area required to keep con-
stant wing .Loadins. 	 This drag power is 
ra 
- 50 LI1D 1V12
	 (12) 
(10) 
(ii)
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The relation between the intercooler heat-transfer surface area and 
the intercooler weight can be expressed as 
S 
bi
(13) 
The foregoing equations are general and hold for both the plate 
and tubular intercoolers. 	 The following equations will deal spe-
cifically with the plate intercooler, aithouch the same general pro-
cedure may also be empLoyed with the charge-across-tube and the 
carge-througn-tuoe intercoolers. 
From equations (12) and (2) of reference 1 the heat-transfer 
surface area and the operating conditions and core-structure dimen- 
sions of the plate antercooier are related by 
Q
	 ( I
-2/7
	
\\7/ 
I \
	
(e	 +1)	 3	 p 
- = j9 ,)1	 ------------______ - 	 tiLl1 
[ L2	 2Cp	 (G2	
2)	
s0 
where	 is a function of the core-structure dimensions and is 
given in reference 1 by equation (25) and figure 2. 
In reference 3 the cooUnp effectiveness of a cross-flow plate 
intercooler is zil.iven as approximately
(	 r M 
Ti =l_e2	 I	 (l) 
PA 
The solution of equation (i) for
M2c 
iJir	 P1	 Uiog(i  
lo	 1/M2	
i ij	
(16)
- a	 AP la- -
1 7/ 
+ 
f a
 2
/
(18) 
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For convenience, define 
(L/D)e	
=	 m /12t\
L/D (17) 
(I-(i 
(\17 3 
z
 
çi
1)
3)
where p, t, R and v are given the reference numerical values 
of 173, 0.01, 12, and 2, respectively. 
From equations (12), (13), (iL), (16), and (17) the power required 
to transport the plate intercooler may be given in terms of the flight 
and intercooler operating conditions as 
r	 -1 7/ 
-24 Va
	
hog5 (1 -ti) 
2	 50 (L/D) eq al2	 [	 + I 
Solution for optimum M1/2. - From equations (9), (10), (11), 
and (18) the total power loss can be expressed as a function of the 
flight and intercooler operating conditions by 
Pr	 Ml 
	
= K- 
112	
./K3 \l 
+ 
K2 hJ 
/	 2 •-'	 --
-K)4	
iav	 ^ (2r 
-	 (19) 
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v 
=	 0g	
(20) 
(21) 
= - ad 
11 -	
(22) K3	 (i
Pa 
24_Va___	
(23) K	 (L/D)6q 
= 0) 
^ I	 (2)4) 
The optimum vrlue of	 is evsivated. by first letting 
/i ' j I'M-
C)	 (2) 
nd br then solving for M1 /M2 .	 The solution for M1 /V2 in 
e quation (2) hos been obtained graphically for the following range 
of conditions: 
Y percent ........................ 
C3 1 -	 Cp	 , inches of wster ................. 2-12 
-av	 2 
kltitu.de, feeb .......................,000-o,000  
ci, ieches of water .................... 12- 2L. 
(L/D) 
r 
'
lad, percent........................6-lOO
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The duct efficiency 71d was taken as 90 percent 
The results of the foregoing procedure can be given as 
be 3. c6r 
=
	
	 .	 (26) 
Ap m 
-S OJ)i 
where
= 03
- , K2 , K3, 
M V'M? '	1av	 09 a k-)f2  
and.
m = $ (b) 
Inasmuch as the terms b and iii vary only slightly when minimum 
total power loss is designed for, they may for ge rieral intercooler 
design purposes be assumed constant at an. average value for the range 
of flight and intercooler operating conditions covered in this report. 
Thus, h = 0,4 19 and in = 0.36, approximately 
Solution for optimum bp l . - If e quation (26) is substituted in 
equation (19)
I-—;----------- 
PT 
=	
bd3°6	
-	
+	
rp N 
M2	 m	 L 'V	 2be3.06rYj 
	
-K) 
(3067/ :(
e306 aG1
	
1-M 2/7 
+ (c2	
2) -2/ 7/
av 
-	 / 
m 
log" . , APi
	 (27) be  + Lj
2
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The optimum value of Lp when M1/M2 is also optimum will he 
defined when
(P/M2)/a (APi) = 0 	 (:28) 
In this differentiation the terms b and m were considered as 
indeoendent of P]	 This assumption was investigated over the 
range of values of Ap1 between 1 and 10 inches of water and was 
found to be substantially true. 
Graphical solutions of equation (28) for ('Pi)out over the 
range of conditions investigated, in this report show that (i) 
varies between 1 and inches of water. 
The approximations in the foregoing analysis have been made for 
the curpo .se of simplifying the mathematics involved. The optimum 
cooling-air weight flow and. pressure-drop values obtained through the 
use of these approximations have been checked against the values 
obtained, by a more laborious method as illustrated by figures 1 and 2. 
The errors introduced by these approximations were found to he small 
and unimportant.
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